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A Note on Readability
* Readability scales are useful as long as one realizes their limitations.  Results are

guidelines only.  Depending on the scales used, their results may differ from each other
by as much as 2.5 grade levels.  Since readability scales measure word and sentence length,
both valid readability factors, we at Remedia do use them.  Using such scales also helps us
provide vocabulary-controlled materials in order to meet the special education needs of
many of our valued clients. At the same time, we realize that they are not designed to
measure every other factor affecting readability, such as sentence structure or appeal
to the reader.  We are also aware of the variance in standards and expectations set for
each grade level.  What is first grade material in one school may be second grade in
another.  At Remedia we strive to take all these factors into consideration as we develop
and revise materials.  We leave the rest in your capable hands.  Regarding readability, you—
and your students—will be the final judge.
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These fun-loving stories are designed to capture student
interest while building key vocabulary, comprehension, thinking,
and writing skills. Their broad appeal and high degree of review
make them suitable for a variety of ages and reading levels. Each
story has been rated according to the Fry Graph readability scale.*

Each story features five components:  (1) vocabulary words,
to enhance comprehension and for use in additional dictionary or
writing activities, (2) cloze practice, to improve literal compre-
hension as well as the ability to use semantic and syntactic clues,
(3) story questions, to target comprehension and thinking skills, (4)
Extended Activities, located at the back of the book, to provide
simple research and/or writing exercises for students desiring an
extra challenge, and (5) crossword puzzles, to be used for periodic
review after every third story.
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Name  ________________________________________

Words to KnowWords to Know
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imagine i • mag • ine

aloft a • loft

soar soar

launch launch

eagle ea • gle

wondering won • der • ing

Imagine flying like a bird. Paragliding lets you do just that. You can stay aloft for

three or more hours. You soar on currents of air. You can climb as high as 15,000

feet.

You launch from a mountain. You soar through the skies. You see the land below.

You feel the breeze in your hair.

You fly with the birds. An eagle circles and cries. You see his eyes. You are close

enough to touch him. You and the eagle dance in the sky. Each watching. Each

soaring. Each wondering.

For a moment, you are the eagle.

PARAGLIDING

1. How high can you go when you go paragliding? __________________________

2. What do you think the land below looks like to the paraglider?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Are the eagle and the paraglider really dancing together? __________________

4. What do you think they are doing? ____________________________________
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Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

through    do    you    flying

breeze    enough    land    soar

Imagine ___________________ like a bird. Paragliding lets you

___________________ just that. You can stay aloft for three or more hours. You

___________________ on currents of air. You can climb as high as 15,000 feet.

You launch from a mountain. You soar ___________________ the skies. You see

the ___________________ below. You feel the ___________________ in your hair.

You fly with the birds. An eagle circles and cries. You see his eyes. You are close

___________________ to touch him. ___________________ and the eagle dance in

the sky. Each watching. Each soaring. Each wondering.

For a moment, you are the eagle.

PARAGLIDING

1. How long can a paraglider stay in the air? _______________________________

2. The paraglider launches from what place? _______________________________

3. How do you think the paraglider gets there? _____________________________

________________________________________________________________

4. What do you think an eagle might wonder when he sees a paraglider?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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churning churn • ing

raging rag • ing

furious fu • ri • ous

smashes smash • es

soaked soaked

calm calm

The river is calm. The fish are jumping. The leaves are waving in the breeze.

You’re bored. You think, “This is white-water rafting?”

Suddenly it changes! The guide yells to hold on! The raft moves faster and faster.

You see it. White water! Churning and raging, fast and furious! And you are headed

for it!

If you’re brave, you’ll keep your eyes open. The raft smashes into the white-

water rapids head first. You’re soaked! You’re twisting and turning. You’re spinning

round and round. You just miss a huge rock! Somebody screams. Somebody laughs.

Then it stops. It is calm. Until the next bend.

All you can say is, “Wow!”

WHITE-WATER

RAFTING

1. Write three list words that describe white water. __________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. What word in the story means the opposite of “cowardly”? _________________

3. Some people think the ride is scary. Some think it is fun. How do we know this?

________________________________________________________________

4. What list word means the same as “very wet”? ___________________________
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somebody    hold    calm    rock

raging    next    keep    smashes

Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

The river is ___________________. The fish are jumping. The leaves are waving

in the breeze. You’re bored. You think, “This is white-water rafting?”

Suddenly it changes! The guide yells to ___________________ on! The raft moves

faster and faster. You see it. White water! Churning and ___________________, fast

and furious! And you are headed for it!

If you’re brave, you’ll ___________________ your eyes open. The raft

___________________ into the white-water rapids head first. You’re soaked! You’re

twisting and turning. You’re spinning round and round. You just miss a huge

___________________! Somebody screams. ___________________ laughs.

Then it stops. It is calm. Until the ___________________ bend.

All you can say is, “Wow!”

WHITE-WATER

RAFTING

1. What happens to you in the white water? Write two sentences in the story that

tell us. ___________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. Would you like to go white-water rafting? Why or why not? _________________

________________________________________________________________
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floating float • ing

treetops tree • tops

surprised sur • prised

fluffy fluf • fy

pancake pan • cake

anthill ant • hill

You are floating into the sky. You are in a hot-air balloon. The wind pushes you

along. It kisses your cheek and plays with your hair.

The hot-air balloon brushes past tall treetops. Surprised birds fly off the

branches. You are floating into a fluffy blue and white sky.

A few white clouds remind you of ice cream. The earth turns below. You see flat

land. You think of a pancake. The balloon turns and you see a hill. You are so high;

it reminds you of an anthill.

Hot-air balloons have been around for about 200 years. Riding in a hot-air

balloon is great fun!

HOT-AIR

BALLOONING

1. What keeps a hot-air balloon moving? __________________________________

2. Write the sentence that talks about the wind as if it were a person.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. How does the author describe the sky? _________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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